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A creative compilation of prose and poetry.
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Copyright © 2017 by DinudoubleuAll rights reserved. This book or any portion
thereof may not be reproduced and/or used inany manner whatsoever, transmitted in any form
and/or by any means, electronic ormechanical, including photocopy, recording, or any
information storage and retrievalsystem, without the express written permission of the
publisher. Words On Dots. A collection of prose and poetry. 

                Give Thanks.Love always, D                                Words on Dots

Words on Dots1 Contents Not Defined. Paradoxical Premise Start; End. Aspire; Inspire. Hear;
Silence. Time; Space. Connections, Disconnected; Disconnect, Connected. Blood
Brothers. Surface; Depth. Sleeping, Awake; Awake, Sleeping. Experience in Experiment;
Experiment in Experience. Light in the Dark. Stagnant; Flow. Wave; Still. Internal;
Infinity. Everything is Everything. Real. Shit.       

Words on Dots2 Paradoxical Premise. “Every man is a divinity in disguise, a god playing the
fool” - Ralph Waldo Emerson.Through some emotions, some thoughts, some moments in “life”
that were perceived: then, and now -now and then. Sometimes poetic, prose and bursts of
epistemology through metaphysical conjure. It’scoming as I go - and going as I come. That’s the
formulation of it all - the paradoxical moments, inwhich absolute truth formulate - where
perception is beyond that of the five human senses known, underthis space and time, “we”
conceive as a dimension. Where perception hardly exists; although it createsour concept of
existence - or so, I believe. It can barely be reduced to words because ‘it’, itself, createsthem. An
even finer paradox - the divine paradigm.Welcome to: Words on Dots.              

Words on Dots3Start;End. Lost Herself;Found Her Soul.Because: life and all it's
lessons.Book marks, mark pages.Soul Sparks and Truthful Thoughts.The simplest, complex-
paradox.     

The book by Dinusha Wijemanne has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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